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Title 3—The President 

Notice of June 8, 2010 

Continuation of the National Emergency With Respect to the 
Actions and Policies of Certain Members of the Government 
of Belarus and Other Persons That Undermine Democratic 
Processes or Institutions in Belarus 

On June 16, 2006, by Executive Order 13405, the President declared a na-
tional emergency and ordered related measures blocking the property of 
certain persons undermining democratic processes or institutions in 
Belarus, pursuant to the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 
U.S.C. 1701–1706). The President took this action to deal with the unusual 
and extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the 
United States constituted by the actions and policies of certain members 
of the Government of Belarus and other persons to undermine Belarus 
democratic processes or institutions, to commit human rights abuses re-
lated to political repression, including detentions and disappearances, and 
to engage in public corruption, including by diverting or misusing 
Belarusian public assets or by misusing public authority. 

Despite the release of internationally recognized political prisoners in the 
fall of 2008 and our continuing efforts to press for further reforms related 
to democracy, human rights, and the rule of law in Belarus, serious chal-
lenges remain. The actions and policies of certain members of the Govern-
ment of Belarus and other persons continue to pose an unusual and ex-
traordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the United 
States. Accordingly, the national emergency declared on June 16, 2006, and 
the measures adopted on that date to deal with that emergency, must con-
tinue in effect beyond June 16, 2010. Therefore, in accordance with section 
202(d) of the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C. 1622(d)), I am con-
tinuing for 1 year the national emergency declared in Executive Order 
13405. 

This notice shall be published in the Federal Register and transmitted to 
the Congress. 

BARACK OBAMA 
THE WHITE HOUSE, 
June 8, 2010. 

Notice of June 8, 2010 

Continuation of the National Emergency With Respect to the 
Western Balkans 

On June 26, 2001, by Executive Order 13219, the President declared a na-
tional emergency with respect to the Western Balkans, pursuant to the 
International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701–1706), to 
deal with the unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security and 
foreign policy of the United States constituted by the actions of persons en-
gaged in, or assisting, sponsoring, or supporting (i) extremist violence in 
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the Republic of Macedonia and elsewhere in the Western Balkans region, 
or (ii) acts obstructing implementation of the Dayton Accords in Bosnia or 
the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1244 of June 10, 1999, in 
Kosovo. The President subsequently amended that order in Executive 
Order 13304 of May 28, 2003. 

Because the actions of persons threatening the peace and international sta-
bilization efforts in the Western Balkans continue to pose an unusual and 
extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the 
United States, the national emergency declared on June 26, 2001, and the 
measures adopted on that date and thereafter to deal with that emergency, 
must continue in effect beyond June 26, 2010. Therefore, in accordance 
with section 202(d) of the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C. 1622(d)), 
I am continuing for 1 year the national emergency with respect to the West-
ern Balkans. 

This notice shall be published in the Federal Register and transmitted to 
the Congress. 

BARACK OBAMA 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

June 8, 2010. 

Memorandum of June 10, 2010 

Disposing of Unneeded Federal Real Estate—Increasing Sales 
Proceeds, Cutting Operating Costs, and Improving Energy 
Efficiency 

Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies 

My Administration is committed to eliminating all forms of Government 
waste and to leading by example as our Nation transitions to a clean energy 
economy. For decades, the Federal Government, the largest property owner 
and energy user in the United States, has managed more real estate than 
necessary to effectively support its programs and missions. Both taxpayer 
dollars and energy resources are being wasted to maintain these excess as-
sets. In addition, many of the properties necessary for the Government’s 
work are not operated efficiently, resulting in wasted funds and excessive 
greenhouse gas pollution. For example, over the past decade, the private 
sector reduced its data center footprint by capitalizing on innovative tech-
nologies to increase efficiencies. However, during that same period, the 
Federal Government experienced a substantial increase in the number of 
data centers, leading to increased energy consumption, real property ex-
penditures, and operations and maintenance costs. Past attempts at reduc-
ing the Federal Government’s civilian real property assets produced small 
savings and had a minor impact on the condition and performance of mis-
sion-critical properties. These efforts were not sufficiently comprehensive 
in disposing of excess real estate and did not emphasize making more effi-
cient use of existing assets. 
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